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Dear Bastiana (Author):   

 We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Journal of Positive School Psychology,  

" Teacher's Social Support to Students with Intellectual Disability During Distance Learning "  

   

   

Our decision is:    Revisions Required  

------------------------------------------------------   

Reviewer A:   

Recommendation: Revisions Required   

   

-----------------------------------------------------    

1) Does the title reflect the content of the study?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Title, if any, into the following field.  

2) Does the abstract summarize the essential information in the study?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Abstract, if any, into the following field.  

sample type and Justifications for choosing sample should be mentioned, there is no control group the two 

groups are experimental  

3) Does the introduction section adequately explain the problems the study address and the framework  of the 

study? Are the importance and the contribution/implications of the study clearly stated?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Introduction, if any, into the following field. the problem 

is not clear, need some statistics  



4) Are research questions and/or hypotheses in line with the focus of the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Research Questions or Hypotheses , if any, into the following field.  

there is no questions, and the hypotheses is not good  

5) Are the method and technique(s) employed appropriate for the study?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Method or Technique, if any, into the following field.  

the instrument should be attached, the number of instrument items mentioned 40 items and in page 3 the 

sum of items in 6 competencies are 39  

6) Is the sample or the participants pertinent to the study?  

Yes, acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Sample or Participants, if any, into the following field.  

7) Are the data collection instruments employed appropriate for the study?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Data Collection Instruments, if any, into the following field.  

instrument should be attached  

8) Are the data analyses employed appropriate for the study?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Data Analyses , if any, into the following field.  

9) Are the presented results in accord with the research questions and/or the hypotheses?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Results, if any, into the following field.  

there is no questions  

10) Does the discussion section address adequately both results and research questions/hypotheses?   

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestion about the Discussions, if any, into the following field.  

there is no questions  



11) Is the conclusion logically supported by the obtained results?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Conclusion, if any, into the following field.  

12) Is limitations and suggestions section sufficient and pertinents to the scope of the study?  

Not entirely, needs major revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Limitation and/or Suggestion, if any, into the following field.  

13) Are the references used relevant and up-to-date?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the References, if any, into the following field.  

14) Are the paper's quality, structure and grammar excellent and perfectly crafted?  

Yes, acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the  study's quality, structure and grammar, if any, into the following field.  

15) Is the paper content original?  

Yes, but needs minor revision.  

   

Please state your suggestions about the revisions in detail (For Author(s)):  

rewrite the content to reduce plagiarism (it is = 15%)   

write the study questions the problem in not cleared.   

methodology needs more details references 

should be up to date Abstract needs to be 

written again the exam (instrument) should be 

attached  
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Reviewer B:   

Recommendation: Revisions Required   

   

-----------------------------------------------------    

1) Does the title reflect the content of the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Title, if any, into the following field.  



2) Does the abstract summarize the essential information in the study?Non-acceptable  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Abstract, if any, into the following field.  

3) Does the introduction section adequately explain the problems the study address and the framework  of the 

study? Are the importance and the contribution/implications of the study clearly stated?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Introduction, if any, into the following field.  

4) Are research questions and/or hypotheses in line with the focus of the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Research Questions or Hypotheses , if any, into the following field.  

5) Are the method and technique(s) employed appropriate for the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Method or Technique, if any, into the following field.  

6) Is the sample or the participants pertinent to the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Sample or Participants, if any, into the following field.  

7) Are the data collection instruments employed appropriate for the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Data Collection Instruments, if any, into the following field.  

8) Are the data analyses employed appropriate for the study?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Data Analyses , if any, into the following field.  

9) Are the presented results in accord with the research questions and/or the hypotheses?  

No, non-acceptable.  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Results, if any, into the following field.  

10) Does the discussion section address adequately both results and research questions/hypotheses?   

No, non-acceptable.  



   

Please, write your suggestion about the Discussions, if any, into the following field.  

11) Is the conclusion logically supported by the obtained results?Non-acceptable  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Conclusion, if any, into the following field.  

12) Is limitations and suggestions section sufficient and pertinents to the scope of the study? Non-acceptable  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the Limitation and/or Suggestion, if any, into the following field.  

13) Are the references used relevant and up-to-date?  

Non-acceptable  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the References, if any, into the following field.  

14) Are the paper's quality, structure and grammar excellent and perfectly crafted?Non-acceptable  

   

Please, write your suggestions about the  study's quality, structure and grammar, if any, into the following field. 15) 

Is the paper content original?Non-acceptable  

   

Please state your suggestions about the revisions in detail (For Author(s)):  
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Editors   
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Dear Bastiana (Author):    

We are waiting for your article by title"Teacher's Social Support to Students with Intellectual Disability During Distance 

Learning” to do the final revision task and fulfill some related requirements before publishing the article. please send 

copyright and related documents 'click here for related documents'.  

We’re looking forward to receiving your submission - will you be able to complete it by the end of the month?  

Once you submit, your paper will be edited exclusively by Guest Editors Renate G. Klaassen; Siara Isaac; Kostas Nizamis; 

Miles MacLeod. If accepted, it will be published Open Access, with no embargo period.  

Complete your submission here to publish it  

Do you have any questions on the submission process, or need support to complete your submission? Just reply to this 

email to get in touch. If you have already submitted another copy of this manuscript, please feel free to ignore this email. 

Warm regards,  

  Editors    

Journal of Positive School Psychology| Editorial Office - Collaborative Review Team 

https://journalppw.com    
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Dear editor  
We would like to send you: 
1) Final Paper 
2) proof of payment 
3) Copyright Form  
Please publish our paper in the next issue 

 

<submissionsjpsp@gmail.com> 
Kepada: Bastiana <bastiana@unm.ac.id> 

Dear Authors  

We have received your payment and final version paper. Your paper will  be published within 15 days  

Regards  
Editorial Team 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 

 
     Bastiana <bastiana@unm.ac.id>  
     Kepada: submissionsjpsp@gmail.com 

 
Jum, 17 Juni 2022 pukul 22.34 

please publish my article. Thanks for your decision 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan] 

 

    
  

  
 



 

Congratulations! 

Your research article titled “Teacher's Social Support to Students with Intellectual 
Disability During Distance Learning” got published in the "Journal of Positive 
School Psychology (JPSP)". 
Publication Link: https://journalppw.com/index.php/jpsp/article/view/9810  
Please find the attached PDF document of the published article.  

Warm regards, 

Editor. 
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